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Abstract
From the fourteenth to the nineteenth century the port of Calicut on the 
Malabar (Kerala) coast of western India was well known to ocean-going 
traders and others. Two contrasting sets of descriptions of Calicut exist and it 
has been universally assumed they refer to the same place and characterise 
its rise and fall. 

It seems clear that there have been two Calicuts, one (named here ‘Calicut at 
Beypore’) being the original city and port, the other (named here ‘Calicut 
at Kozhikode’) being that described in the later part of the period. Two events 
of note are deduced from analysis of fourteenth- to nineteenth-century 
accounts of Calicut. First is that Vasco da Gama visited the ‘wrong’ Calicut, 
requiring the Zamorin (King) of Calicut to hasten there from the ‘real’ Calicut to 
receive the Portuguese delegation. Although this mistake was corrected a few 
years later, ‘Calicut at Kozhikode’ became a growing focus for foreign trade 
thereafter, something aided by an unknown catastrophe that destroyed the 
functionality of ‘Calicut at Beypore’, leading it to be abandoned by the Zamorin 
for the other Calicut. The absence of any port here and the comparatively poor 
condition of its site, compounded by largely Portuguese attacks, saw the rapid 
decline of this ‘Calicut at Kozhikode’.

The catastrophe that destroyed ‘Calicut at Beypore’ is deduced to have 
occurred in the second half of the sixteenth century and most likely involved 
an earthquake that led to abrupt subsidence and tsunami waves that washed 
across the site. Evidence of similar events from elsewhere along the Malabar 
coast support this explanation and underscore the role of catastrophe in 
human affairs, as well as the need to critically appraise assumptions made 
about place in historical accounts.
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Introduction
Great empires, cities and ports rise and fall. It is common for historians and 
archaeologists to explain this in human terms, often citing sociopolitical processes, 
but increasingly it is becoming apparent that in many such cases changes in the 
natural environment are more plausible as ultimate (rather than proximate) causes 
of decline. These changes may be gradual, like the succession of droughts that have 
been invoked as a cause of Harappan and Mayan cultural collapse,1 or the changes 
in flood regime implicated in societal collapse in the Nile Delta and elsewhere.2 
Alternatively, profound cultural transformation may be triggered by a single 
catastrophic event, like the Santorini eruption c. 1610 BC that ultimately led to the 
collapse of Minoan civilisation3 and the AD 1783 Laki Fissure eruption (Iceland) 
that temporarily impacted northern-hemisphere climates, causing widespread food 
crises and directly elevating human mortality rates.4

It is often challenging to piece together the reasons for such decline in the distant 
past, not least because evidence is sparse and open to a range of interpretations, but 
also because many memories of the decline (and sometimes the events preceding it) 
are culturally filtered, sometimes even encoded in myth. For such reasons, the causes 
of past decline have sometimes been wrongly attributed; sometimes they reflect the 
(unconscious) biases of those trying to interpret causation. All this contributes to 
an incomplete and sometimes misleading understanding of human histories that in 
turn misinforms the ways in which the past is explained, an issue that can have wide 
ramifications for such topics as cultural evolution and hazard exposure.

This study looks at Calicut, one of the most prominent fourteenth- to eighteenth-
century trading ports in Malabar (western India), which experienced decline in 
the second half of this period. The most common reasons given for this decline 
are sociopolitical, ones involving conflict and power shifts between the people of 
Malabar and those from faraway places who traded with them. It is suggested that 
this is a default judgement, one born largely of limited experience of possible reasons 
for decline, as well as the operation of unconscious cultural bias. In particular, the 
present study found that all observers—exceptions have not been identified—failed 

1  P. M. J. Douglas et al., ‘Impacts of Climate Change on the Collapse of Lowland Maya Civilization’, Annual 
Review of Earth and Planetary Sciences 44 (2016): 613–45; L. Giosan et al., ‘Neoglacial Climate Anomalies and the 
Harappan Metamorphosis’, Climate of the Past 14 (2018): 1669–86.
2  M. G. Macklin and J. Lewin, ‘The Rivers of Civilization’, Quaternary Science Reviews 114 (2015): 228–44; F. Welc 
and L. Marks, ‘Climate Change at the End of the Old Kingdom in Egypt around 4200 BP: New Geoarchaeological 
Evidence’, Quaternary International 324 (2014): 124–33.
3  C. Knappett, R. Rivers and T. Evans, ‘The Theran Eruption and Minoan Palatial Collapse: New Interpretations 
Gained from Modelling the Maritime Network’, Antiquity 85 (2011): 1008–23.
4  J. Grattan, M. Durand and S. Taylor, ‘Illness and Elevated Human Mortality in Europe Coincident with the 
Laki Fissure Eruption’, Volcanic Degassing 213 (2003): 401–14; B. Zambri et al., ‘Modeling the 1783–1784 Laki 
Eruption in Iceland: 2. Climate Impacts’, Journal of Geophysical Research: Atmospheres 124 (2019): 6770–90.
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to realise (or possibly considered it unimportant to note) that Calicut actually 
moved location, probably during the early decades of the sixteenth century, and it 
was this shift that is linked to its decline. The reasons behind this shift in location 
are of key interest.

Figure 1A shows the location of the Malabar coast, the focus of international maritime 
trade with India for most of the period from the fourteenth to the nineteenth 
century, as well as the outline of the modern state of Kerala that encompasses 
the area of interest for this study. Figure 1B shows the location of Calicut within 
Kerala, while Figure 1C shows all places of interest discussed. Figure 2 shows various 
illustrations of Calicut, and Figure 3 shows the chronology of foreign visitors. This 
article first outlines the rise of Calicut during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries 
before looking in detail at the arrival of Vasco da Gama in 1498. This is followed 
by a section charting the decline of Calicut, and by a discussion of the possible 
environmental reasons for this.

Figure 1: A. India, showing location of the former region of Malabar (yellow) and the 
border of the modern state of Kerala; B. Kerala, showing the locations of ancient 
(modern) trading ports; C. The study area, showing the locations of the earlier 
‘Calicut at Beypore’ and the later ‘Calicut at Kozhikode’.
Source: The author.
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The rise of Calicut in the fourteenth to 
fifteenth centuries
Although ports like Mangalore and Muziris on the Malabar coast were involved 
in trade with East Asian and Arab-Mediterranean powers from at least the first 
century AD,5 others rose to prominence for this reason much later. Among the latter 
was Calicut, which was founded in 1042, according to a Sanskrit chronogram, by 
an inland monarch keen to profit from direct links with Arab and Chinese traders. 
It rose rapidly in importance, the earliest written account of it probably being that 
of Ibn Battuta, who arrived in 1341, one of several visits over a five-year period. 
He reported the city of Calicut (Qáliqút) to be ‘one of the chief ports’ in Malabar 
and having ‘one of the largest harbours in the world. It is visited by men from China, 
Sumatra, Ceylon [Sri Lanka], the Maldives, Yemen … and in it gather merchants 
from all quarters’.6 This view was echoed by Wang Dayuan (Wang Ta-Yuan) who 
visited Calicut around the same time and proclaimed it ‘the most important of all 
the maritime centers of trade [and] the principal port of the Western Ocean’.7

As with other Malabar ports, spices were the main export of Calicut, principally 
the pepper, cardamom and cinnamon that were grown in the hinterland, as well 
as ginger and turmeric.8 Calicut also entered common parlance in the English-
speaking world through its export of calico, a woven cotton cloth. An abundance of 
hardwood trees (especially teak) grew in the foothills of the Western Ghats several 
dozens of kilometres inland of Calicut, and logs, floated down the Chaliyar and 
Kallai rivers and moved around on land by elephants, gave rise to a shipbuilding 
industry along the Calicut foreshore.9

When Niccolò de’ Conti arrived at Calicut in 1433, he wrote that it was ‘a maritime 
city, eight miles in circumference, a noble emporium for all India’.10 Conti was in 
Calicut at the same time as Zheng He’s fleet; Ma Huan, Zheng He’s navigator, stated 
that ‘Calicut is the great country of the Western Ocean’11 and praised the honesty and 
trustworthiness of its people, a judgement shared by many and ascribed to the fairness 
of successive Zamorin (Samoothiri in Malayalam), Calicut’s hereditary rulers.

5  A. G. Kunnappilly, ‘The Trade of the Port of Muziris in Ancient Times’, International Journal of Maritime 
History 30 (2018): 519–25; Pius Malekandathil, Maritime India: Trade, Religion and Polity in the Indian Ocean 
(Delhi: Primus Books, 2013).
6  H. A. R. Gibb. Ibn Battuta: Travels in Asia and Africa 1325–1354 (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1929), 
234.
7  In translation in K. A. Nilakanta Sastri, Foreign Notices of South India, from Megasthenes to Ma Huan (Madras: 
University of Madras, 1939), 294.
8  K. S. Mathew, ‘Calicut, the International Emporium of Maritime Trade and the Portuguese During the Sixteenth 
Century’, Proceedings of the Indian History Congress 67 (2007): 251–70; C. T. Subairath, ‘Calicut: A Centri-Petal Force 
in the Chinese and Arab Trade (1200–1500)’, Proceedings of the Indian History Congress 72 (2011): 1082–89.
9  Michael Mann, ‘Timber Trade on the Malabar Coast, c.1780–1840’, Environment and History 7 (2001): 403–25.
10  R. H. Major, India in the Fifteenth Century (London: Hakluyt Society, 1857), 20.
11  Ma Huan, Ying-Yai Sheng-Lan (The Overall Survey of the Ocean’s Shores), translated by J. V. G. Mills (Cambridge: 
Hakluyt Society, 1970).
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A Persian ambassador, Abd-er-Razzak, who visited Calicut in 1442 was equally 
impressed:

Calicut is a perfectly secure harbour, which … brings together merchants 
from every city and from every country; in it are to be found abundances 
of precious articles brought thither from maritime countries … security and 
justice are so firmly established in this city, that the most wealthy merchants 
bring … considerable cargoes, which they unload, and unhesitatingly send 
into the markets and the bazaars, without thinking in the meantime of any 
necessity of checking the account or keeping watch over the goods.12

Figure 2: A. The earliest depiction of Calicut (original some time between 1531 
and 1571), Calechut celeberrimum Indiae emporium, after Georg Braun and Franz 
Hogenberg, Civitates Orbis Terrarum (1572), 1:54. Most ocean-going vessels 
anchored offshore but the Chaliyar River on the north side of Fort Chaliyam was 
wide/deep enough for big vessels. This picture shows ‘Calicut at Beypore’, the 
ancient trading port, not the later ‘Calicut at Kozhikode’; B. Detail of Fort Chaliyam, 
which began to be built by the Portuguese in 1531 and was abandoned by them in 
1571 and destroyed; C. Calicut, on the coast of Malabar (dated 1775) is Plate 33 
in the first volume of James Forbes’ Oriental Memoirs (1813). It shows ‘Calicut at 
Kozhikode’, not the ancient trading port of ‘Calicut at Beypore’.
Source: Author’s collection.

12  Quoted in Major, India in the Fifteenth Century, 13–14.
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Finally, the Genoese merchant Hieronimo di Santo Stefano reached the ‘great 
city’ of Calicut about 1495 and ‘found that pepper and ginger grew there … very 
thickly around’.13 All this is consistent with what appears to be the earliest visual 
representation of Calicut (Figure 2A).

Signs of decline … or mistaken geography: 
The visit of Vasco Da Gama in 1498
The first Portuguese contact with Calicut was when Vasco da Gama arrived there 
in 1498. Unable to locate a suitable anchorage off Calicut, or perhaps reluctant to 
anchor so close without being assured of a friendly reception, da Gama anchored his 
fleet first at Capocate (Kappad Beach), reportedly about 10 km [‘six miles’] north of 
Calicut. If this is correct, then what da Gama thought was Calicut was a different 
place (‘Calicut at Kozhikode’ in Figure 1C) to that described by earlier visitors 
(‘Calicut at Beypore’ in Figure 1C). In addition, four days later, when da Gama first 
informed shore-based authorities of his desire to speak to the Zamorin of Calicut, 
he learned that the Zamorin was some ‘six leagues’ (about 33 km) away, presumably 
at the actual Calicut (around the mouth of the Kadalundi River), his usual seat of 
power, which is exactly this distance from Kappad Beach.14

Additional evidence that the ‘Calicut’ visited by da Gama was not the ‘real’ one, 
the one where earlier maritime trade had been focused, comes from some otherwise 
puzzling details in the account of this first voyage.

Firstly, the land around Calicut is described is as ‘sandy’ and yielding ‘no fruit’, 
requiring that food be imported, things with which the editor of the 1898 da Gama 
translation took issue, noting ‘the country around Calecut [sic] is certainly sandy 
but it is not as sterile as the bald statement of the writer would lead one to believe, 
for the city lies in the midst of extensive groves of palm, mango, and jack trees’.15

13  Ibid., 4.
14  ‘When the captain of the said vessel arrived at the city the king was away at a castle at a distance of about 
6 leagues, and having been informed that Christians had arrived he at once came to the city attended by about 
5000 persons. After a lapse of 3 days the king sent for the captain who had stayed in his vessel’. E. G. Ravenstein. 
A Journal of the First Voyage of Vasco da Gama, 1497–1499 (London: Hakluyt Society, 1898), 126; da Gama and 
his party passed by another small town (Kappad or Capua) and crossed a sizeable river on boats lashed together 
(see Figure 1C) before being able to follow the road to Calicut. Even allowing for the narrator’s aggrandisement of 
the Portuguese role in this encounter, the precision of the ‘6 leagues’ (the exact distance between Kappad Beach and 
the mouth of the Kadalundi River) suggests this ‘castle’ was at ‘Calicut at Beypore’ (see Figure 1C). In addition, the 
lapse of three days between the King’s arrival at Calicut at Kozhikode and da Gama coming to visit him suggests 
that three days were needed to prepare the possibly second-tier ‘castle’ here, something that at least the 5,000 in the 
accompanying party would presumably be charged with doing.
15  Ibid., 136 (footnote).
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This is an understandable reaction of a late nineteenth-century editor/translator 
who  had access to earlier accounts of Calicut that did indeed laud its setting. 
Yet, unaware that da Gama’s Calicut was not the same as the Calicut before the 
Portuguese arrival on the Malabar coast, this editor assumed this rendering of 
the situation to be a misunderstanding of the real one.16 If we assume that da Gama 
did arrive at the ‘wrong’ Calicut, one indeed in a far more impoverished setting that 
the ‘real’ one, then clearly no misunderstanding occurred.

Secondly, the account of the Calicut that da Gama visited explains that 

the vessels which … carry spices to this city of Chalicut [sic] are flat-bottomed, 
so as to draw little water, for there are many dry places (shoals) … All the 
vessels, as long as they remain at this city, are drawn up on the beach, for there 
is no port where they would be safe otherwise.17

This is a marked contrast to the ‘perfectly secured harbour’ described by Abd-er-
Razzak in 1442, a mere 56 years earlier, and to the glowing reports of earlier writers 
(see previous section), so it is surprising that the editor did not once again impute 
a misunderstanding.

In short, there is a compelling argument that da Gama landed at a different Calicut 
to that which earlier fourteenth- to fifteenth-century voyagers had reached. Yet 
da Gama also came away convinced he had reached the real Calicut, so perhaps, even 
allowing for meaning lost in translation, the Zamorin of Calicut in 1498 was not 
able to disabuse his visitor of his erroneous view. It may be that the Zamorin believed 
either that da Gama was purposely interested in the Kappad–Kozhikode area rather 
than the Kadalundi area or that the Zamorin saw an advantage in confining these 
unfamiliar newcomers’ interests to a supposed northern Calicut rather than having 
them compete with existing, more established trade at the real (southern) Calicut.

But other factors may also have been in play. Figure 2 shows three views of Calicut, 
all postdating 1498. The earliest, from about 1550, shows the ‘real’ Calicut 
(Calicut at Beypore in Figure 1C), not that visited by da Gama. The evidence for 
this interpretation is principally the illustration of two rivers, the wide navigable 
Chaliyar to the north of the city, the smaller Kadalundi through its centre. The main 
activities—fishing, stevedoring, shipbuilding with elephants—are all illustrated. 
That this Calicut was the (main) seat of the Zamorin is implied by the inclusion of 
four people bearing another on a shaded palanquin. Coastal and riverbank forests 

16  Da Gama did not leave a journal. The fullest and most accurate account of the voyage in which he encountered 
Calicut is found in the Roteiro, an anonymous account probably penned by ‘a common sailor or soldier’ (Ravenstein, 
A Journal of the First Voyage of Vasco Da Gama, 1497–1499, xxvii) who was not on da Gama’s flagship. Valuable in 
a different way is a series of letters written by a Lisbon merchant named Girolamo Sernigi who did not travel with 
da Gama but learned intimate stories of his voyage after his fleet’s return to Lisbon. The current study uses the 1898 
Hakluyt Society edition of the Roteiro and Sernigi’s letters, ed. Ravenstein.
17  Ibid., 129.
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suggest this is the Calicut with ‘extensive groves of palm, mango, and jack trees’. 
Da Gama’s Calicut is much more likely to have been the northern Calicut (Calicut 
at Kozhikode in Figure 1C), illustrated in Figure 2C and described by later visitors 
(see next section) in similarly unflattering terms to those of da Gama.

There are many reasons why da Gama might have arrived at the ‘wrong’ Calicut. It is 
tempting to blame the challenges of navigation—no one in da Gama’s fleet had been 
to Calicut before—and da Gama appears to have been uncompromisingly harsh 
when his pilots made errors,18 so perhaps they were adamant when they had no cause 
to be. But the bigger question is why da Gama never subsequently found out that 
he was in the wrong place. Why did the ‘two Moors from Tunis, who could speak 
Castilian and Genoese’19 that he met at Calicut not point out his misapprehension? 
Why did the Zamorin evidently indulge his delusion? Possibly the answer lies in the 
personality of da Gama himself, for he was known as arrogant and brutal; he offered 
the Zamorin of Calicut such paltry gifts that his overtures were rejected.20 Perhaps 
the subtext here is that da Gama’s personality offended people and encouraged those 
with whom he interacted, especially those from contrasting cultural backgrounds, to 
be less forthcoming with key information than might otherwise have been the case.

The decline of Calicut from the fifteenth 
century
Smouldering at the refusal of the Zamorin of Calicut to accept his gifts (because 
they did not include gold coins) or allow him to set up a Portuguese trading post 
(or factory) at Calicut, da Gama’s return to Lisbon led to a second armada being 
dispatched under the command of Pedro Álvarez Cabral to negotiate a treaty 
with the Zamorin. This succeeded and the Portuguese were allowed to establish 
a feitoria (factory or fortified trading post) onshore. Almost certainly, the Calicut 
that Cabral visited was the same one (‘Calicut at Kozhikode’ in Figure 1C) as that 
visited by da Gama, for several people travelled on both voyages. One clear clue is 
that when Cabral arrived at Calicut, the Zamorin ‘came to a house beside the sea 
to speak to him’.21 This is a contrast to the situation when da Gama arrived two 
years earlier when, as described above, the Zamorin came to Calicut (at Kozhikode) 

18  In the Roteiro it is recorded that da Gama named an island off the east African coast Ilha do Açoutado (or Island 
of the Flogged One) ‘because of the flogging inflicted upon our Moorish pilot, who had lied to the captain on Saturday 
night, by stating that these islands were the mainland’. Ibid., 32.
19  Ibid., 48.
20  Sanjay Subrahmanyam, The Career and Legend of Vasco da Gama (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1997).
21  William Brooks Greenlee, The Voyage of Pedro Álvarez Cabral to Brazil and India (London: Hakluyt Society, 
1938), 45.
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and prepared a palace, to which the Portuguese had to walk. An explanation is that 
the Zamorin did not maintain a separate palace at ‘Calicut at Kozhikode’, only at 
‘Calicut at Beypore’.

For various reasons, Cabral was dissatisfied with how the treaty worked in practice 
and ended up seizing an Arab merchant ship loaded with Calicut spices, which 
in turn resulted in the feitoria being attacked and sequestrated by the Zamorin. 
In response, Cabral had his fleet bombard Calicut, which, critically, was described 
as ‘unfortified’;22 the bombardment ‘ruined many houses on the face of the shore’.23 
Both details appear more applicable to ‘Calicut at Kozhikode’ (see Figure 2C) rather 
than ‘Calicut at Beypore’ (Figure 2A), which does not have a lot of houses on the 
‘face of the shore’ and is likely to have been ‘unfortified’ in 1500.

A final detail that might appear unimportant is that, as soon as the bombardment 
started, the Zamorin ‘immediately departed from the city, for it seemed to him that 
he was not safe anywhere’ there.24 Had this city indeed been the principal seat of 
the Zamorin, he might not have been so quick to abandon it. But, if this Calicut 
(‘Calicut at Kozhikode’) was not in fact where he usually resided, his departure for 
a more secure ‘castle’ (at ‘Calicut at Beypore’) makes more sense.25

Da Gama led the third Portuguese armada to Malabar in 1502, where he displayed 
conspicuous brutality when attacking Calicut.26 Published around 1504, the fullest 
account of this voyage refers to this Calicut as Calcoen,27 which every commentator 
assumes to be the Dutch author’s rendering of Calicut. But maybe it was a different 
place. Maybe da Gama belatedly realised that the Calicut he visited in 1498 was 
not the principal seat of the Zamorin, but on this occasion in 1502, the atrocities 
he performed were carried out ‘before the town of Calcoen, where the king was 
present’.28 Additional evidence that this town was the correct Calicut (‘Calicut at 
Beypore’) comes from the detail that upon arriving at Calcoen, the Portuguese 
‘fought against the troops of the Samudrya-radjâ (the king of the sea-shore), whom 

22  Subrahmanyam, The Career and Legend of Vasco Da Gama, 180–1.
23  Report of Ca’ Masser, in Greenlee, The Voyage of Pedro Álvarez Cabral to Brazil and India, 144.
24  Ibid., 48.
25  When Cabral had finished bombarding Calicut, ‘he sailed to another port of his [the Zamorin’s], which was 
called Fandarene [Pandarani], which he also damaged with artillery and killed people’. Ibid., 48. It is suggested that 
this place was the same as that named Fandarayná where the junk that Ibn Battuta saw wrecked during a storm 
at Calicut (see earlier) was bound, and is synonymous with Panthalayani-Kollam. Fandarayná lay about 32 km 
(‘twenty miles’) north of Calicut, probably part of the modern city of Koyilandi. E. A. Lambourn, ‘India in the 
“India Book”: 12th Century Northern Malabar through Geniza Documents’, in Sur les chemins d’Onagre: Histoire 
et archéologie orientales, ed. C. Hardy-Guilbert et al. (Oxford: Archaeopress, 2019), 71–84.
26  B. Malieckal, ‘Muslims, Matriliny, and a “Midsummer Night’s Dream”: European Encounters with the 
Mappilas of Malabar, India’, Muslim World 95 (2005): 297–316.
27  J. Ph. Berjeau, Calcoen: A Dutch Narrative of the Second Voyage of Vasco Da Gama to Calicut (London: Basil 
Montagu Pickering, 1874).
28  Ibid., 31.
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early European writers call the Zamorin’;29 this is evidently the place where the 
Zamorin’s main forces were located, the headquarters of the ‘king of the sea-shore’. 
Finally, this account states that Flemish merchants were already established in this 
Calicut, making it more likely to be that which all pre-1498 foreigners had visited.30

So now the Portuguese knew there were two Calicuts. There is evidence the two 
coexisted some time longer before the seat of power of the Zamorin shifted from 
‘Calicut at Beypore’ to ‘Calicut at Kozhikode’, a move that may have had both 
(primary) environmental and (subsidiary) political causes.

The next written account of Calicut is that by the Italian traveller Ludovico di 
Varthema in 1505. There is no question that he visited the same Calicut (‘Calicut at 
Kozhikode’) as da Gama and Cabral for he stated:

Calicut is on the mainland, the sea beats against the walls of the houses. 
There is no port here, but about a mile from the place towards the south 
there is a river, which is narrow at its embouchure [mouth] and has not more 
than five or six spans of water. This stream flows through Calicut and has a 
great number of branches. This city has no wall around it … the houses are 
very poor.31

The stream must be the Kallai (see Figure 1C), which indeed has many branches, 
one connecting to the Chaliyar further south. Several posthumous editions of 
Varthema’s Travels include an engraving made in 1610 by Heinrich Gross that is 
essentially the same as that in Figure 2A; it was clearly not made by Varthema and 
does not accurately represent the Calicut he described.

Afonso de Albuquerque visited Malabar/India as head of two military expeditions 
(1503 and 1506) and eventually became Governor of Portuguese India for six years 
in 1509. Much of Albuquerque’s attention was focused on fighting the forces of the 
Zamorin of Calicut. In passing, he noted that the port of Calicut was considered the 
‘best in the whole of India’ (‘seu porto ho mayor de todalas indias’);32 clearly he was 
referring to ‘Calicut at Beypore’.

29  Ibid., 4.
30  The geography reported in this volume does not readily favour either Calicut. It is reported (ibid., 28) that 
da Gama’s armada sailed 40 miles to reach Calcoen (Calicut) from Cannaer (Cannanore) and later sailed from 
Calcoen 60 miles to Cochin. Actual distances from Cannanore to ‘Calicut at Kozhikode’ are 47 miles (40 nautical 
miles) and to ‘Calicut at Beypore’ 54 miles (47 nautical miles). From ‘Calicut at Kozhikode’ to Cochin is 99 miles 
(86 nautical miles) and from ‘Calicut at Beypore’ to Cochin in 88 miles (77 nautical miles).
31  Ludovico di Varthema, The Travels of Ludovico Di Varthema AD 1503 to 1508, translated by J. W. Jones 
(London: Hakluyt Society, 1863), 135–6.
32  Afonso de Albuquerque, Cartas De Affonso De Albuquerque, 2 vols (Lisbon: Academia Real das Sciencias, 
1884), 1:250; Mathew, ‘Calicut, the International Emporium of Maritime Trade and the Portuguese During the 
Sixteenth Century’, 258.
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But Albuquerque also had an interest in ‘Calicut at Kozhikode’, signing a trade 
agreement with the Zamorin in 1513 to build a fort there and ‘trade as they pleased’, 
a move that suggests that the Portuguese saw an opportunity at this time to capitalise 
on da Gama’s erroneous identification of ‘Calicut at Kozhikode’ as the real Calicut 
by making it a Portuguese entrepôt, not in competition with other foreign powers. 
In 1514–15, Fort Kozhikode33 was duly constructed on the north bank of the 
Kallai, but a decade later, after a sustained attack by forces of the new Zamorin, the 
Portuguese forces abandoned and destroyed this fort. Yet in 1531, a new Portuguese 
armada blockaded the Calicut shipping lanes, leading to a new treaty being signed 
with the Zamorin and the construction that year of Fort Chaliyam at the edge of 
‘Calicut at Beypore’. Some authorities, puzzled by its construction so far (10 km) 
from what they assume to be the real Calicut, have supposed Fort Chaliyam to be 
somehow ‘strategically located’. But it seems clear that the Portuguese would not 
make the same mistake twice, realising that the heart of the Zamorin’s power (and 
the best place from which to enforce his compliance) was ‘Calicut at Beypore’.

Fort Chaliyam was completed in 1532 (Figure 2B); its gates opened onto the beach 
and its garrison comprised 300 men. Yet, perceived as a ‘dagger directed into the 
throat of the Zamorin’,34 it was attacked in 1571 and eventually surrendered—a major 
blow to Portuguese aspirations in Malabar. Yet we can assume that for most of the 
time that Fort Chaliyam existed, the adjoining ‘Calicut at Beypore’ remained the 
Zamorin’s principal seat of power.

It was around this time, the mid-sixteenth century, that the original representation 
of Calicut as shown in Figure 2A was produced. The earliest published version of 
Figure 2A was in the great city atlas, Civitates Orbis Terrarium, edited by Georg 
Braun and mostly engraved by Franz Hogenberg, published at Cologne in six 
volumes between 1572 and 1617. Of Calicut, which featured in volume 1, Braun 
wrote: ‘Calicut is the noblest of all the Indian cities. It lies on the shores of the sea, is 
bigger than Lisbon and is impregnable even without ramparts’, a place that certainly 
does not sound like the ‘unfortified’ Calicut that Cabral bombarded (see above).

The illustration (I-54), reproduced in Figure 2A, is entitled Calechut celeberrimum 
Indiæ emporium (‘Calicut, the celebrated emporium of India’) and is noted as coming 
from ‘an unidentified Portuguese manuscript’35 or possibly unpublished material by 
earlier cartographers like Abraham Ortelius or Sebastian Münster. It is clear that 
this illustration is, as the written account suggests, of ‘Calicut at Beypore’, the older 
‘real’ Calicut, rather than that (‘Calicut at Kozhikode’) visited by da Gama, Cabral 
and Varthema. The principal reason is that the geography of the site is unmistakably 

33  Often called Fort Calicut.
34  K. M. Mathew, History of the Portuguese Navigation in India (1497–1600) (Delhi: Mittal, 1988), 168.
35  This information comes from ‘Historic Cities’, historic-cities.huji.ac.il/india/calicut/maps/braun_hogenberg 
_I_54_1.html, accessed 10 December 2021.

http://historic-cities.huji.ac.il/india/calicut/maps/braun_hogenberg_I_54_1.html
http://historic-cities.huji.ac.il/india/calicut/maps/braun_hogenberg_I_54_1.html
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that of ‘Calicut at Beypore’, the wide navigable channel of the Chaliyar River to the 
north of the city, the narrow Kadalundi bisecting it, and a city set back yet visible 
from the sea, a sight consistent with the impressions of earlier visitors—the ‘chief 
port’, the ‘principal port’, a ‘noble emporium’ (see section 2). The representation 
cannot be that of ‘Calicut at Kozhikode’ for there is only one small river (Kallai) 
here that, as Varthema noted, is narrow at its mouth. In addition, the ‘the sea beats 
against the walls of the houses’ and there is ‘no port here’, clearly not the situation 
at ‘Calicut at Beypore’ shown in Figure 2A, but more like ‘Calicut at Kozhikode’ in 
Figure 2C.

Another key to dating this map is that it shows Fort Chaliyam, built on the north-
west part of the foreshore between the coast and the mouth of the Chaliyar River. 
This fort was constructed by the Portuguese in 1531 and destroyed in 1571, so 
Braun and Hogenberg’s map of Calicut must have been based on something created 
within this period.

Sometime between 1583 and 1589, Jan Huyghen van Linschoten visited Calicut, 
describing it thus:

This towne of Calecut hath in times past beene the famous Towne in all 
Malabar or India, and it was the chiefe towne of Malabar where the Samoriin 
[Zamorin], which is the Emperour, holdeth his Court, but because the 
Portingalles [Portuguese] at their first comming and discovering of India, 
were oftentimes deceyved by him, they resorted to the King of Cochin, 
who [then] was subiect to the Samoriin, being of small power. But when 
the Portingals began to prosper [in their enterprise], to get possession in the 
countrey, and so became maisters of the sea, Calecut beganne to decay, and to 
lose both name and traffique, and nowe at this time it is one of the townes of 
least account in all Malabar.36

Almost certainly the Calicut that van Linschoten saw was that which Varthema 
saw (‘Calicut at Kozhikode’), not least because of its state of decay but also because 
he says that ‘from Cananor37 to Calecut are 8 miles’.38 All subsequent accounts 
of Calicut appear to refer to ‘Calicut at Kozhikode’. Earlier Calicut (‘Calicut at 
Beypore’) seems to vanish from history.

The next six descriptions of Calicut are selected from many because they all allude 
to (abrupt) environmental changes having taken place there: submergence having 
occurred, cities swallowed by the sea.

36  Jan Huyghen van Linschoten, The Voyage of John Huyghen van Linschoten to the East Indies, ed. A. C. Burnell 
(London: Hakluyt Society, 1885), 68.
37  In van Linschoten’s account, Cananor more likely refers to Kadalur, a sizeable bay about eight miles north of 
Calicut (at Kozhikode), rather than Cannanore (modern Kannur), which is far further north.
38  van Linschoten, The Voyage of John Huyghen van Linschoten, 68.
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The earliest known suggestion that something had happened at Calicut is in the 
1703 account of Alexander Hamilton:

In Anno 1703 about the Middle of February, I called at Calecut [Calicut] 
on my Way to Surat, and standing into the [sea] Road, I chanced to strike 
on some of the Ruins of the sunken Town built by the Portugueze in former 
Times. Whether that Town was swallowed up by an Earthquake, as some 
affirm, or whether it was undermined by the Sea, I will not determine.39

Hamilton visited ‘Calicut at Kozhikode’ and equates the ‘sunken town’ with Coote 
Reef (see Figure 1C), although others have disputed that connection. By the 
‘sunken Town built by the Portugueze’, Hamilton may be referring to the ruins of 
the feitoria or the later Fort Kozhikode and associated buildings. Yet it is not clear 
whether Hamilton realised that there had once been two Calicuts and that he was 
unconsciously merging the stories of both.

Later, in 1775, James Forbes reported of Calicut that 

several vessels have been wrecked upon the ruins of the old city, now under 
water … Every vestige of that magnificent city is now whelmed beneath the 
sea … at very low water I have occasionally seen the waves breaking over 
the tops of the highest temples and minarets, but in general nothing is to be 
distinguished of the ancient emporium.40

Given that Forbes also reported that Calicut in 1775 ‘offered very little to interest 
a traveller, being chiefly composed of low huts shaded by cocoa-nut trees on a 
sandy shore’,41 it is clear that he visited only the contemporary Calicut (‘Calicut at 
Kozhikode’), as shown in his sketch (Figure 2C). Yet given that he believed there to 
have once been a ‘magnificent city’ and an ‘ancient emporium’ here, it seems clear 
he did not know there had formerly been two Calicuts and that he unknowingly 
blended their histories together.

The possibility of an earthquake having ‘swallowed’ part of Calicut was echoed by 
the dragoon officer Philip Dormer Stanhope in 1785 as representing local residents’ 
memories:

Callicutt, which is now an inconsiderable village, was formerly a magnificent 
city, and the residence of a powerful Prince. According to the tradition … 
it was overwhelmed near 200 years ago by a sudden rising of the sea, and 
all its inhabitants perished. We anchored on the spot where the ancient city 
stood and as we went ashore at low water, the foundations of the buildings 
were discernible to the naked eye.42

39  Alexander Hamilton, A New Account of the East-Indies, 2nd ed., 2 vols (London: Bettesworth and Hitch, 
1739), 317.
40  James Forbes, Oriental Memoirs, 4 vols (London: White, Cochrane and Co., 1813), 322–3.
41  Ibid., 322.
42  P. D. Stanhope, Genuine Memoirs of Asiaticus, 2nd ed. (London: Debrett, 1785), 184.
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Stanhope also visited only the ‘Calicut at Kozhikode’, an ‘inconsiderable village’, 
but almost all of what he was told refers to ‘Calicut at Beypore’, once ‘a magnificent 
city’. It may be that, like Hamilton, Stanhope anchored on Coote Reef or similar, 
where the foundations of Fort Kozhikode were visible. Interestingly, both Hamilton 
and Stanhope infer that the earthquake responsible for having ‘swallowed’ Calicut 
occurred in the 1580s, a timing consistent with the shift in description from 
Calicut in Beypore to Calicut in Kozhikode. 

In his 1846 synthesis of the geology of southern India, Thomas Newbold wrote that

the old city of Calicut (the landing place of Albuquerque), a little to the south 
of the present site, is now buried under the sea, but it does not appear at all 
clear whether in this, or other cases of submergence, the cause was a sinking 
of the land, or a change in the configuration of the coast by a sudden rise of 
the sea.43

Newbold did visit Calicut—which or both is unclear from his account—but 
clearly saw signs of submergence and heard stories (oral histories) recalling what 
had happened. Yet, given that ‘Calicut at Kozhikode’ still existed when he was in 
the area, Newbold’s mention of the ‘old city of Calicut’ is significant, perhaps the 
clearest indication that ‘Calicut at Beypore’ had been affected by ‘submergence’.

In Edward Thornton’s 1858 Gazetteer, Calicut 

is situate on the open beach, there being neither river or haven; and ships 
must anchor in the open sea, large ones two or three miles from land in 
five or six fathoms … Formerly a place of great importance, few vestiges 
of its grandeur remain. The successors of the Tamuri rajab or zamorin who 
once lived here in great splendour are no longer independent princes, but 
stipendiaries of the East-India Company … The haven said to have been once 
capacious, has been filled up with drifted sand.44

Like earlier writers, including Hamilton and Forbes, Thornton confuses the two 
Calicuts, almost certainly unaware that there were two. For the one that ‘is situate 
on the open beach’ is clearly ‘Calicut at Kozhikode’, illustrated in Figure 2C, while 
the ‘place of great importance’ is almost certainly ‘Calicut at Beypore’. Of particular 
interest is Thornton’s comment that the ‘haven’ was once ‘capacious’, a comment 
consistent with pre-1498 descriptions like that of Calicut as having ‘one of the 
largest harbours in the world’ (Ibn Battuta, 1341) and a ‘perfectly secured harbour’ 
(Abd-er-Razzak, 1442). The comment that this ‘has been filled up with drifted sand’ 
may echo an account of what happened to ‘Calicut at Beypore’.

43  T. J. Newbold, ‘Summary of the Geology of Southern India’, Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain 
and Ireland 8 (1846): 152.
44  Edward Thornton, A Gazetteer of the Territories under the Government of the East-India Company and of the 
Native States on the Continent of India, 4 vols (London: W. H. Allen, 1858), 1:176–7.
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Finally in 1887 in his widely regarded Malabar Manual, William Logan writes: 

That the sea has encroached at Calicut cannot be doubted, but that a 
Portuguese fort once stood where the Coote Reef now is cannot be believed, 
although the tradition alluded to by Captain Hamilton has great currency on 
the coast.45

This comment is especially perspicacious because Logan, a long-term resident of 
Malabar who would have been familiar with places and the residents’ histories of 
these, actually calls out the inconsistencies arising from the fusion of stories about 
‘Calicut at Kozhikode’ and ‘Calicut at Beypore’, albeit without realising there was 
more than one Calicut. Logan sees signs of the sea’s encroachment but does not see 
clear signs of a submerged city (as the stories suggest) at ‘Calicut at Kozhikode’, 
where he assumed the sole Calicut to lie. But then he leaves open the possibility 
that he does not know the whole story when he says that Hamilton’s story about 
a town ‘swallowed up by an Earthquake’ is well known and considered credible by 
local residents.

These accounts all suggest that at some point, perhaps in the second half of the 
sixteenth century, something catastrophic happened at ‘Calicut at Beypore’, which 
resulted in the submergence of the city, perhaps the destruction of its much-admired 
harbour, and forced the move of the Zamorin, his power diminished by both nature 
and the Portuguese, to ‘Calicut at Kozhikode’. 

A tale of two cities … and a plausible 
explanation for the transformation
It seems abundantly clear that there were once two Calicuts rather than the one 
that almost everyone has assumed to have been the case.46 While the earlier Calicut 
(‘Calicut at Beypore’) is well documented from at least the time of Wang Dayuan 
(c.  1335) to that of Albuquerque (1509) and the existence of Fort Chaliyam 
(1531–71), it effectively disappears from world history thereafter. All subsequent 
accounts of Calicut, from van Linschoten (1585) to Logan (1887), appear to refer 
to ‘Calicut  at Kozhikode’. Two key insights from the above analysis of historical 
documents are possible.

The first is that da Gama in 1498 visited the ‘wrong’ Calicut (‘Calicut at Kozhikode’), 
failing to discover the ‘real’ Calicut (‘Calicut at Beypore’), requiring that the 
Zamorin of Calicut hasten from the latter to the former to receive his Portuguese 

45  W. Logan, Malabar Manual, 2 vols (Madras: Government Press, 1887), 1:75.
46  The sole possible exception known to the authors is that of the geologist Newbold (see earlier).
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visitors. Da Gama’s error seems to have been repeated by Cabral, who led the second 
Portuguese armada to Malabar in 1500, but was rectified by da Gama and the third 
armada in 1502.

Second is that sometime in the second half of the sixteenth century, perhaps 
between the destruction of Fort Chaliyam in 1571, a few decades after the original 
of Figure 2A was produced, and the visit of van Linschoten in 1585, the original 
Calicut (‘Calicut at Beypore’) was destroyed, its functionality irretrievably disabled, 
forcing the move of the Zamorin’s court to ‘Calicut at Kozhikode’. The evidence 
suggests that this destruction was far beyond that which could have been inflicted 
(and somehow went undocumented) by human aggressors. It might have involved 
the physical destruction of the much-envied ‘secure’ harbour at ‘Calicut at Beypore’ 
as well as the loss of key parts of the city itself. Studies of coastal change elsewhere 
along the Kerala (Malabar) coast have found evidence for similar catastrophic events 
(see below), so it is worth looking in more detail at what types of natural event 
might have fatally damaged former ‘Calicut at Beypore’.

But the question obviously arises, why did no one identify the catastrophic 
destruction of ‘Calicut at Beypore’ before now? The answer is that no one saw the 
need because Calicut was apparently still there; it had not been destroyed. That is of 
course a fallacy, based on the misapprehension that there was only ever one Calicut, 
not two as this research shows.

Much of the Kerala coast is straight, not indented. True harbours are few and are 
usually simply wide estuaries, sometimes boxed in by barrier beaches or islands 
formed during times of rapid coastal change and commonly attributed to floods, 
tsunamis or earthquakes; examples of each come from other parts of the Kerala coast 
and are implicated in the abrupt disappearance of the trading port of Muziris and 
the contemporaneous rise of that at Cochin (Kochi).47

The Calicut shown in Figure 2A, considered to represent the ‘Calicut at Beypore’, 
the original or principal trading port, does not today have a sheltered or enclosed 
harbour, leading one to wonder how Ibn Battuta in 1341 might have adjudged it 
‘one of the largest harbours in the world’, how Abd-er-Razzak could have thought 
it ‘a perfectly secure harbour’ in 1442 and how a succession of foreign visitors lauded 
its size and importance. Could it be that the coastal landscape of the ‘Calicut at 
Beypore’ around 1550 (Figure 2A) subsequently and profoundly changed, as have 
many ancient harbours elsewhere?48

47  A. C. Narayana and C. P. Priju, ‘Evolution of Coastal Landforms and Sedimentary Environments of the Late 
Quaternary Period Along Central Kerala, Southwest Coast of India’, Journal of Coastal Research special issue 39 
(2006): 1898–902; C. P. Rajendran, ‘Historical Accounts of Sea Disturbances from South India and Their Bearing 
on the Penultimate Predecessor of the 2004 Tsunami’, Seismological Research Letters 90 (2019): 774–83.
48  N. Marriner and C. Morhange, ‘Geoscience of Ancient Mediterranean Harbours’, Earth-Science Reviews 80 
(2007): 137–94; Robert A. Yorke and David P. Davidson, ‘The Harbour at Ptolemais: Hellenistic City of the Libyan 
Pentapolis’, 46 (2017): 48–71.
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To try and answer these questions, it is helpful to outline the nature of coastal hazards 
along the Kerala coast before looking at specific possibilities that might explain 
the late sixteenth-century destruction of ‘Calicut at Beypore’, which apparently 
left ‘Calicut at Kozhikode’, 13 km distant, untouched. Coastal hazards here can be 
divided into those that are climate- (or weather-) driven and those attributable to 
earthquakes. Each is discussed in separate sections below.

Climate-driven coastal change
Mid-year (typically August–September) monsoon rainfall varies considerably in 
Kerala; unexpectedly heavy falls can result in catastrophic floods, often resulting 
in irreversible landscape change. Similarly heavy rainfall can arise when tropical 
cyclones (hurricanes or typhoons) pass through the area. It is likely that both 
monsoonal rainfall variations and tropical cyclone intensity are being influenced 
by climate change, demonstrating a connection that probably applied during 
warmer periods in history.49 To the south of Calicut, the blockage of the Periyar 
River in 1341 has been attributed to an unprecedented rainfall-driven flood that 
simultaneously opened an outlet through a coastal barrier further south, explaining 
both the disappearance of the ancient trading port of Muziris and the simultaneous 
rise of neighbouring Cochin (Kochi).50

Large waves from storms and tropical cyclones are typically less than 2–3 m high 
along the Kerala coast.51 This seems plausible given that the amplitudes of such 
waves, unlike those of tsunamis (see next section), are generally reduced as they cross 
shallowing continental shelves such as those off Kerala.

Earthquake-linked coastal change
There is a long history of tsunamis impacting the eastern and southern coasts of 
India generated, as with the great 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami, by large-magnitude 
tsunamigenic earthquakes along lines of lithospheric thrusting, especially along the 
Sunda Trench. There are few records of tsunamis along the west coast of India, 
although the 1343 sea disturbance at Calicut experienced by Ibn Battuta (described 

49  K. M. R. Hunt and A. Menon, ‘The 2018 Kerala Floods: A Climate Change Perspective’, Climate Dynamics 54 
(2020): 2433–46; S. V. Mohan et al., ‘Holocene Climatic Vicissitudes and Sea Level Changes in the South Western 
Coast of India: Appraisal of Stable Isotopes and Palynology’, Quaternary International 443 (2017): 164–76.
50  D. Padmalal et al., ‘Effect of Holocene Climate and Sea Level Changes on Landform Evolution and Human 
Habitation: Central Kerala, India’, Quaternary International 325 (2014): 162–78; C. P. Rajendran, ‘The Holocene 
Events: Database on the Konkan-Kerala Coast’, in Holocene: Perspectives, Environmental Dynamics and Impact 
Events, ed. B. S. Kotlia (New York: Nova Publishers, 2012), 33–44.
51  A. Joseph et al., ‘Response of West Indian Coastal Regions and Kavaratti Lagoon to the November-2009 
Tropical Cyclone Phyan’, Natural Hazards 57 (2011): 293–312.
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above) may have been a far-field tsunami.52 In addition, tsunamis are implicated in 
the ‘washing away’ of the port city of Dwaraka 1,400 km north of modern Calicut,53 
although this region is more tectonically unstable than the Malabar coast to the 
south.54 That said, many authors have pointed out that moderate earthquakes in 
more seismically quiet regions like Malabar periodically occur along faults that may 
normally be inactive.55

Land can disappear during large earthquakes, sometimes as a result of abrupt 
(coseismic) subsidence, such as was documented during the 1964 Prince William 
Sound Earthquake in Alaska.56 Yet such events generally occur above shallow 
subsurface thrust faults along lithospheric plate boundaries, none of which lie within 
2,000 km of the Malabar coast. But even a moderate locally focused earthquake can 
trigger land-level changes and/or tsunamis. Had ‘Calicut at Beypore’ been built 
largely on a sandy substrate, as seems likely, then successive earthquakes could have 
triggered liquefaction of this sand and its subsequent washing out to sea; similar 
hazard potential has been identified for other Indian coastal cities.57 Alternatively, 
a moderate undersea earthquake at the outer edge of the continental shelf, here about 
70 km from shore, could have triggered landslides on the continental slope that 
might have displaced disproportionately great volumes of ocean water, producing 
waves perhaps 10 m high that would have washed across nearby coasts.58

A plausible sequence of events
The sequence of events might have been something like this. A moderate-strength 
earthquake shakes an oversteepened section of the continental slope, the lip of 
which lies about 70 km off the modern coast of Beypore. There is a massive undersea 
landslide, displacing a huge volume of sediment in an instant and causing a tsunami-
like wave to rush out in all directions. As this wave approaches the shallowing 

52  C. Rajendran, ‘Historical Accounts of Sea Disturbances from South India and their Bearing on the Penultimate 
Predecessor of the 2004 Tsunami’, Seismological Research Letters 90 (2019): 774–83.
53  R. N. Iyengar and B. P. Radhakrishna, ‘Evolution of the Western Coastline of India and the Probable Location 
of Dwaraka of Krsna: Geological Perspectives’, Journal of the Geological Society of India 66 (2005): 285–92.
54  A. S. Gaur, K. H. Vora and Sundaresh, ‘Shoreline Changes During the Last 2000 Years on the Saurashtra 
Coast of India: Study Based on Archaeological Evidences’, Current Science 92 (2007): 103–10.
55  C. Rajendran et al., ‘Reassessing the Earthquake Hazard in Kerala Based on the Historical and Current 
Seismicity’, Journal of the Geological Society of India 73 (2009): 785–802.
56  G. Ichinose et al., ‘Rupture Process of the 1964 Prince William Sound, Alaska, Earthquake from the Combined 
Inversion of Seismic, Tsunami, and Geodetic Data’, Journal of Geophysical Research: Solid Earth 112 (2007).
57  Swathi Priyadarsini Putti and Neelima Satyam, ‘Ground Response Analysis and Liquefaction Hazard 
Assessment for Vishakhapatnam City’, Innovative Infrastructure Solutions 3 (2017): 12.
58  D. M. Salmanidou, M. Heidarzadeh and S. Guillas, ‘Probabilistic Landslide-Generated Tsunamis in the Indus 
Canyon, NW Indian Ocean, Using Statistical Emulation’, Pure and Applied Geophysics 176 (2019): 3099–114.
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coast off Beypore, it increases in height and may—by analogy with comparable 
situations—have been 10 m high when it hit the coast, running across ‘Calicut at 
Beypore’, destroying infrastructure, buildings and food production.

Such waves can be localised in the way that we can infer was the case here 
(for nowhere else along the Malabar coast is such a wave reported at the same time). 
The shoreline erosion at ‘Calicut at Kozhikode’, where in 1887 Logan59 reported that 
there was no doubt ‘that the sea has encroached’ and where Hamilton struck ‘some 
of the Ruins of the sunken Town built by the Portugueze’, may have occurred during 
the same event. But localisation may also signify earthquake-induced liquefaction, 
which, assuming ‘Calicut at Beypore’ to have been built on a sandy coastal flat 
or delta, could have ‘washed away’ the city in a matter of minutes. A comparable 
situation occurred at Port Royal (Jamaica) in 169260 and has been recorded more 
recently in association with earthquake-generated tsunamis.61

Figure 3: Timeline of foreign visitors who reached and described Calicut. Between 
Wang Dayuan (around 1335) and Afonso de Albuquerque (1509), almost all visitors 
went to ‘Calicut at Beypore’ and lauded its natural qualities. Between Vasco da 
Gama (1498) and William Logan (1887), almost all visitors went to ‘Calicut at 
Kozhikode’, decrying its natural attributes. None of the foreign visitors shown 
admitted to knowing of two Calicuts.
Source: The author.

59  Logan, Malabar Manual, 1.
60  Ben Hughes, Apocalypse 1692: Empire, Slavery, and the Great Port Royal Earthquake (Yardley, PA: Westholme, 
2018).
61  K. Goto et al., ‘Liquefaction as an important source of the A.D. 2011 Tohoku-oki tsunami deposits at Sendai 
Plain, Japan’, Geology 40 (2012): 887–90.
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The smallest time window for the destruction of ‘Calicut at Beypore’ is that between 
the takeover of Fort Chaliyam in 1571 and the visit of van Linschoten in 1585 
(Figure 3). This is consistent with the conclusion of both Hamilton and Stanhope 
(see above) that the earthquake responsible for having ‘swallowed’ this Calicut 
occurred in the 1580s. No earthquakes are recorded as having affected ‘Calicut at 
Beypore’ or nearby areas at this time, but the likelihood that one did is clear from 
this analysis. While unlikely to satisfy everybody, the absence of evidence does not 
readily equate to evidence of absence, in this case of tsunami impact on the Kerala 
coast in the 1580s. Sedimentary evidence is likely to have been reworked both 
naturally and then more fundamentally during the twentieth-century urbanisation 
of the area.

Conclusion
The story of the two Calicuts related above is a good illustration of the selectivity 
of history. If historians and others make assumptions about the past that turn out 
to be wrong, then often entire sequences of deductions may need to be reeled back, 
something that is often difficult for narrative-loving humans to do.62 In the case of 
the two Calicuts, the ‘blame’ for the several centuries of confusion could be laid 
at the feet of both Vasco da Gama, who in 1498 believed he had arrived at Calicut 
when he had not, and the then Zamorin of Calicut who failed to disabuse him of 
this belief, plausibly in service of his own agenda.63 But then, even after da Gama’s 
error was discovered a few years later, the true Calicut (‘Calicut at Beypore’) survived 
less than a century before its comprehensive destruction in the 1580s and a shift of 
its former functions to ‘Calicut at Kozhikode’, a move that also failed to register in 
the minds of many subsequent visitors.

Part of the reason for this situation is that the two Calicuts were so far from the 
home countries of foreign visitors, especially European ones, that it was easy 
to assume there was only one. Until comparatively recent times, the tendency to 
simplify others’ places and what happened there was a defining characteristic of 
much European writing about them. It was tempting to blame these others for such 
apparent deficiencies. For example, the notion that ‘there exist many [non-Western] 

62  Alex Rosenberg, How History Gets Things Wrong: The Neuroscience of Our Addiction to Stories (Cambridge, MA: 
MIT Press, 2018).
63  Granting that this agenda may have been profit-focused, there is also the fact that this Zamorin may have 
distinguished less between the two Calicuts than we might suppose self-evident today. In an insightful chapter by 
Pius Malekandathil, it is noted that such leaders made ‘various minor ports [like ‘Calicut at Kozhikode’ before 1571] 
depend upon the pivotal port [‘Calicut at Beypore’ at this time] for the purpose of their trade, which in fact was 
developed also as a mechanism to keep the regional economies depend[ent] upon the principal maritime exchange 
centre, capacitating the ruler of each principality to have enough wealth for power concentration’. Pius Malekandathil, 
‘Muziris and the Trajectories of Maritime Trade in the Indian Ocean’, in Imperial Rome, Indian Ocean and Muziris: 
New Perspectives on Maritime Trade, ed. K. S. Mathew (New Delhi: Taylor & Francis, 2015), 339–68.
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societies which are oblivious to recorded history and which have only a  dim or 
fanciful knowledge of their own past’ is a default judgement that actually says 
more about the shortcomings of the observer than those of the observed.64 In the 
case of the two Calicuts, what seems particularly extraordinary is that almost all 
visitors to the area after the year 1590 thought there was just one Calicut (‘Calicut 
at Kozhikode’), even though local informants undoubtedly told them what had 
happened to the other. 

The story of the two Calicuts is also a reminder of the incompleteness of history 
and the dangers involved in reconstructing history only from what can be seen and 
touched, read or related. There is much that is missing from current understandings 
of human history, especially deep history, requiring that novel—occasionally 
imaginative—approaches are sometimes needed to help complete it. Good examples 
come from the use of myth as a source of historical detail, an approach that has been 
shown in several instances to be superior to one involving conventional methods of 
historical enquiry.65

64  A. A. Michel, ‘On Writing the Geography of Strange Lands and Faraway Places—Afghanistan, for Example: 
A Review Essay’, Economic Geography 36 (1960): 356.
65  L. Kelly, Knowledge and Power in Prehistoric Societies: Orality, Memory and the Transmission of Culture (New 
York: Cambridge University Press, 2015); P. D. Nunn, The Edge of Memory: Ancient Stories, Oral Tradition and 
the Post-Glacial World (London: Bloomsbury, 2018); P. D. Nunn, Worlds in Shadow: Submerged Lands in Science, 
Memory and Myth (London: Bloomsbury, 2021).
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